Usage Agreement
Economics Graduate Students

This document provides some guidelines for the use of C.E.L.S.S.’ space by Economics graduate students. Violating the guidelines will lead to being barred from the use of the room.

1. **Access**: C.E.L.S.S. is reserved for experiments on Wednesday and Friday of each week.

2. **Hours**: On other days C.E.L.S.S. space and desks will be available to graduate students of the Columbia Economics Department as study spaces accessible by code lock. Contact the lab manager at the address below for the current code.

3. **Computers**: The lab computers are not available for students’ (outside experimental sessions).

4. **Pads**: The desks are equipped with pads that should not be removed. The purpose of those pads is to protect the glass panels above the computers.

5. **Food and drinks** are prohibited from C.E.L.S.S.. You will not be able to access the lab if you carry food or drinks.

6. **Leaving the room**: Students should make sure the desk(s) they have used is (are) clean when they leave. No C.E.L.S.S. furniture or supplies (e.g. markers, pens, paper) should be taken out of the lab. When you exit the lab, please leave all the material you have used where you found it.

7. **Contact**: You can contact the lab manager at celss-manager@columbia.edu